
Questionnaire: sennheiser hD 660 s

The legend continues
The HD 650 has been a community favorite since its 
launch 14 years ago, and remains the reference for 
many reviewers and studio professionals to this day. 
What made Sennheiser want to change it?
The process took years of research and technological 
development, but our engineers found we could improve  
on the HD 650.

What does the HD 660 S sound like? Will it stay true  
to the balance of my carefully tuned mixes?
Sennheiser completely understands the professional  
dependence on a certain sound signature, and so  
the HD 660 S has the same frequency response as the  
HD 650 – but now with better consistency, lower  
distortion, and elevated performance.

Is this still using the HD 650 series drivers?
The new HD 660 S features an all-new transducer  
developed using cutting edge technology that  
illustrates how a diaphragm moves, catching any  
irregular wobbles during vanishingly minute time  
spans. This assures narrow ± 1 dB production  
tolerances, though the transducers are still carefully  
paired by hand to ensure complimentary voicing.  
Stainless-steel mesh acoustic dampeners and  
extremely lightweight aluminum voice coils allow  
for better driver control during playback. All these  
enhancements play a strong part in crisp accuracy  
and transparency, carefully enhancing the nuance  
and emotional connection with music.

Does it need a powerful, exotic amplifier?
The HD 660 S reveals its full potential when connected to 
a dedicated headphone amplifier such as the HDV 820, or 
to the balanced outputs of a mobile Digital Audio Player. 
Accordingly, the HD 660 S includes detachable cables 
offering either a single ended 6.35mm plug or a balanced 
4.4mm Pentaconn plug, also including a 6.35mm to 3.5mm 
adapter. Last, but not least, the impedance has been lowe-
red to 150 Ω and combined with 104 dB SPL @1V sensitivity, 
easing amplification requirements and allowing practical, 
direct connection to stationary and mobile players.

What is the wearing comfort like?
The strong yet lightweight construction gifts the listener  
with endlessly comfortable sessions. Elliptical ear cups  
follow the ear’s anatomy, while thick, replaceable head-
band and ear cushion pads provide a relaxing and  
luxurious experience. The detachable OFC copper cables 
have low handling noise and are para-aramid reinforced  
for durability. Innovation and craftsmanship is reflected in  
the timeless and elegant design, wearing “anthracite” 
matte black aesthetic touches and small but contrasting 
embossed Sennheiser logo on the grilles. The HD 660 S  
is also supplied with a storage box for preservation  
and presentation.

What is the clamping pressure like?
2.4 Newtons. Meaning, the HD 660 S hugs the head  
less tightly than the HD 650, but still remains secure 
when resting deep back in a reclining chair.


